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Abstract

This paper studies the bidding strategy of a Virtual Power Plant (VPP) in a market of energy and regulation service. The
operation of distributed energy resources (DER) and battery energy storage inside the VPP is analyzed. A bidding strategy of
the VPP including the spinning reserve contract and day-ahead offering/bidding contract is investigated. A two-stage robust
optimization model is proposed to determine the VPP’s purchasing/sell power in each contract to maximize the VPP’s profit.
The uncertainty in the DER and demand is considered in the optimization framework. The proposed model is applied to a
small VPP including the photovoltaic (PV) system, battery energy storage (BESS) equipped in a customer.
c⃝ 2019 Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, the distributed energy resources (DER) such as photovoltaic (PV) systems installed on the consumer
side are becoming increasingly popular. Besides, the battery storage system (BESS) is also equipped to take full
advantage of DERs power output. These systems not only supply electricity to consumers but also can sell the excess
power to the main grid or provide regulation reserve service. Therefore, the concept of the Virtual Power Plant
(VPP) is developed. Each VPP includes both DER and demand so that it can participate in the wholesale electricity
market as a supplier or a consumer to sell or purchase its total net power. Besides, the VPP can provide regulation
services to the Independent System Operator (ISO). In literature, there are several studies on the offering/bidding
strategies or spinning reserve contract of the VPP [1–4]. However, in these studies, the spinning reserve is decided
as a real-time problem while in the actual operation of the power system, the contract of regulation service must
be decided several days before the operating date. Implementing the reserve contract at the same time with the
day-ahead bidding contract may be easier but can lead to a less meaningful result.
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In this study, a two-stage robust optimization model is proposed to determine two contracts of the VPP: (i) the
spinning reserve contract between VPP and ISO, which must be decided one week before the operating date; (ii)
the offering/bidding contract between VPP and the day-ahead market (DAM) which is decided on the previous day.
This model will be applied to a test system including end consumer, the PV system and BESS. Besides, the PV
power output and demand are treated as uncertain parameters.

2. Problem description

In this study, the VPP includes a distribution network with the PV and ESS system equipped in each end
consumer. The VPP can play both roles of a supplier and a consumer: selling electricity if there is an excess
capacity from the PV system; buying electricity when the PV system does not operate, or when electricity prices
are low. The installation of ESS systems can help increase the energy produced from the PV system.

Fig. 1. Description of the VPP operation in ISO and DAM.

The VPP trading in ISO and DAM includes two services and the operation inside the VPP can be described as
in Fig. 1:

• Spinning reserve service: at least one week before the operating day, the VPP signs a contract to provide
spinning reserve S Rt in each time t. In actual operation, each time ISO call spinning reserve, the VPP must
provide this regulation higher than a certain value and maintain over the duration τi O N . After this duration,
this service will be stopped within at least τi O F F before a new regulation duration. The spinning reserve can
be provided by both the PV system (P t

solar−S R) and the BESS (P t
bat−S R).

• In DAM, the VPP determine to provide P t
sell or purchase P t

purchase in each hour interval t on an operating
day. This contract must be implemented before 10:00 a.m on the previous day. The electricity sold to main
grid P t

sell is the excess power of the PV system P t
solar−grid . By contrast, at the night time or the off-peak price

hours, the VPP will purchase electricity from the main grid to supply to demand (P t
grid−load ) or store in the

BESS (P t
grid−bat ) for the peak load hours.

It is easy to see that, at the time the VPP must decide the trading contract, the information about the demand
and the PV power output is limited. For this reason, a two-stage robust optimization model is applied to maximize
the profit from the electricity trading contract and make sure that all consumer is supplied fully.
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2.1. Objective function

The objective function includes two components: the first-stage cost is the benefit from spinning reserve bidding
while the second-stage cost is related to the purchase/sell bidding in DAM.

max
SRt

csr

24∑
t=1

S Rt
+ max

ξ
min

P t
purchase,P t

sell

(
ct

purchase

24∑
t=1

P t
purchase(ξ ) − ct

sell

24∑
t=1

P t
sell(ξ )

)
(1)

where ξ is uncertain parameters include forecasted value of demand and the available PV power output; S Rt is
spinning reserve at hour t; csr is the price of the spinning reserve bidding; P t

purchase(ξ ) and P t
sell (ξ) are the electricity

purchased or sold at hour t, which is corresponding to the forecasting value of ξ ; ct
purchase and ct

sell are the price
of the electricity purchase or sell bidding at hour t respectively.

2.2. Constraints

• The purchase/sell bidding between the VPP and DAM: In these constraints, ut
grid is a binary variable which

is equal to 1 if the VPP purchase electricity from the main grid and M is a sufficiently large number.

0 ≤ P t
purchase = P t

grid−bat + P t
grid−load ≤ ut

grid M (2)

0 ≤ P t
sell = P t

solar−grid ≤ (1 − ut
grid )M (3)

• The spinning reserve contract between the VPP and ISO: In these constraints, ut
S R is a binary variable which is

equal to 1 if the VPP decide to sell the spinning reserve. In this case, the VPP will not purchase any electricity
from the main grid. ut and vt are binary variables which describe the begin and the end of the spinning reserve
duration.

0 ≤ S Rt
= P t

solar−S R + P t
bat−S R ≤ ut

S R M (4)

ut
grid + ut

S R ≤ 1;

t∑
k=t−τi O N

uk
≤ ut

S R;

t∑
k=t−τi O F F

vk
≤ 1 − ut

S R (5)

• The PV system operation: The PV power output is smaller than the forecasted value of the available PV power
Solar t

f with the forecasting error Solar t
error

P t
solar−bat + P t

solar−load + P t
solar−grid + P t

solar−S R ≤ Solar t
f + Solar t

error (6)

• Demand constraint: The total electricity provided from the PV system, BESS and the main grid must be equal
to the forecasted value of demand Dt

f in each hour considering forecasting error Dt
error

P t
grid−load + P t

solar−load + P t
bat−load = Dt

f + Dt
error (7)

• The BESS constraints: In these constraints, ut
B E SS is a binary variable which is equal to 1 if the BESS discharge

at time t. The parameter η is charging/discharging efficiency of the BESS. The charging and discharging power
of the BESS must be smaller than the actual power rating of the storage device PSSmax . The energy stored in
the BESS E t

SS must be smaller than its rated capacity Essmax at all times. Besides, constraint (11) make sure
that if the spinning reserve service start at time t, the BESS has enough energy to provide this service within
τi O N .

0 ≤ P t
grid−bat + P t

solar−bat =
(
1 − ut

B E SS

)
M (8)

0 ≤ P t
bat−load + P t

bat−S R ≤ ut
B E SS M (9){

0 ≤ E t
SS = E t−1

SS + η
(

P t
grid−bat + P t

solar−bat

)
−
(
P t

bat−load + P t
bat−S R

)
/η ≤ Essmax

E t=0
SS = E t=24

SS

(10)

0 ≤ E t−1
SS −

t+τi O N −1∑
k=t

Pk
bat−S R/η ≤ Essmax (11)
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3. Numerical application and results

The proposed model is tested on a small VPP system including a customer, a PV system having the capacity
of 4 kW and a BESS. The forecasting value of available PV power output and demand are described in Fig. 2a.
We assumed that the maximum forecasting errors are equal to 15% for both solar power and demand. In purchase
bidding, electricity price is illustrated in Fig. 2b with the peak-load price is 2908VND/kWh. Besides, the electricity
price is 1024VND/kWh for off-peak hours and 1581VND for normal hours. These prices are public on the website
of Vietnam Electricity (EVN) [5]. Until now, all PV systems in Vietnam have not yet joined to the electricity market,
so we assume that the reserve trading price is 3000VND/kWh while the excess power of the PV system can be
sold with 1800VND/kWh. The VPP is required to provide at least 1 kW for spinning reserve and maintain it for
four hours.

Fig. 2. (a) Forecasted available solar power and demand; (b) A typical daily price of the purchase bidding.

Fig. 3. Case 1: BESS 1 kW/4 kWh. (a) Reserve power provided the PV system and the BESS; (b) Purchase/sell bidding in DAM.

We implemented the proposed model in three cases of the BESS capacity: 1 kW/4 kWh, 2 kW/4 kWh, and
2 kW/8 kWh. The results including the reserve power and purchase/sell power are presented in Figs. 3–5. In case
the BESS sizing is 1 kW/4 kWh, the VPP can provide spinning reserve only one time with 4 h interval. In Case
2, the VPP can provide this service two times with a larger BESS inverter rating. By contrast, the selling power in
Case 2 will be decreased in comparison to Case 1. It can be explained that with a small inverter rating, the excess
power from the PV system must be curtailed or sold to the main grid instead of storing in the BESS (Fig. 3b).
Consequently, the VPP can only provide spinning reserve within the PV’s peak hours.

On the other hand, if the BESS’ capacity increases, both spinning reserve and selling power also increase. The
results in Fig. 5 show that if the BESS’ capacity increases to 8 kWh, almost spinning reserve is provided by the
BESS. Note that the electricity price at the off-peak hours is significantly smaller than the price of spinning reserve
so that in this duration, the VPP buys and stores electricity in the BESS for spinning reserve.

4. Conclusion

This study implemented a two-stage robust optimization problem to maximize the VPP’s profit in both spinning
reserve contract and day-ahead offering/bidding contract. The available PV power and demand are considered as
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Fig. 4. Case 2: BESS 2 kW/4 kWh. (a) Reserve power provided the PV system and the BESS; (b) Purchase/sell bidding in DAM.

Fig. 5. Case 3: BESS 2 kW/8 kWh. (a) Reserve power provided the PV system and the BESS; (b) Purchase/sell bidding in DAM.

uncertain parameters. The results in three cases of the BESS sizing are obtained and analyzed to show the impact
of the BESS inverter rating on the number of times that VPP can provide reserve service within a day.
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